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$EVWUDFWThis paper presents the design and modeling of a new type of passively self-tuned energy harvester to
extract energy from rotational motion. It achieves improved passive tuning by using centrifugal force both to
tension the harvesting beam and to shorten the beam’s length as rotational frequency increases. Length tuning is
accomplished by augmenting the harvesting beam’s true fixed support with a second, quasi-fixed support
mounted on a radially-oriented spring. The length tuning and axial tensioning increase the harvester’s resonant
frequency to better match the driving frequency. An analytical model predicts a 3dB full bandwidth of 43Hz
about a 28 Hz center frequency, which is much larger than in a comparable harvester without length tuning.
.H\ZRUGV passive tuning, energy harvester, length tuning, centrifugal force
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bandwidth about a center frequency of 15 Hz. The
question that remains is whether centrifugal forces can
be leveraged to provide still greater power
bandwidths.
This paper presents a design and models of a new
type of passively self-tuned energy harvester that is
designed to extract vibrational energy from rotational
motion with a greatly increased harvesting bandwidth.
As shown in figure 1, the harvester comprises a lowmodulus (e.g. plastic), non-piezoelectric cantilever
mounted radially at a distance from the axis of the
rotation. In addition to the cantilever’s fixed support,
it is also constrained by a moveable “quasi-fixed
support”. The quasi-fixed support is provided by a
“slider”, an element mounted on a radially-oriented
spring that can translate radially outward under the
influence of centrifugal force. The slider constrains
the beam’s oscillation, effectively shortening the
harvesting beam. The harvesting beam has a tipmounted proof mass and a PZT element mounted near
the slider support.
As the platform rotates in the vertical plane, gravity
drives vertical oscillation of the beam. As rotational
frequency increases, increasing axial tension in the

Vibration-based resonant energy harvesters extract
electrical energy from mechanical motions through
transduction mechanisms such as piezoelectric,
electrostatic and electromagnetic, and they generate
maximum power at their resonant frequencies [1].
Since most practical vibration sources are wide-band
or have time-varying characteristic frequencies, much
research (for example [2-9]) has focused on
developing means to tune a harvester’s resonance to
match the ambient frequency with minimal required
energy input. When successful, such tuning
techniques effectively increase the harvester’s
operational bandwidth.
Many mechanical tuning methods have been
reported such as varying the center of gravity of the
proof mass [2], changing the cantilever’s effective
length by attaching a movable rigid support [3] or
using a slider connected with a linear actuator [4], and
using an axial preload to tune cantilever’s stiffness [5,
6]. Passive tuning methods have an advantage over
active tuning methods in that their operation does not
require energy input and can therefore maximize
output power. However, few examples of passive
tuning have been proposed because it is challenging to
create tuning methods that do not require any active
power input.
Energy harvesters have been reported previously
for rotational applications, and a few use centrifugal
forces to achieve passive tuning. In [7], centrifugal
force directly drove generation from piezoelectric
actuators. In [8] and [9], centrifugal forces on
radially-oriented cantilever beams mounted on a
rotating platform passively tuned the beams’ resonant
frequencies. In [8], axial tensioning by centrifugal
force increased the harvester’s resonance frequency
with increasing driving frequency to achieve an 11 Hz
978-0-9743611-9-2/PMEMS2012/$20©2012TRF
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varying the effective beam length O. The effective
beam length O is related to the movement of the slider
and the centrifugal force as

harvester and decreasing harvester length increase the
harvester’s resonant frequency, ensuring that driving
frequency approximately matches resonant frequency
over a wide frequency range.

IF PV (U [)ȦG

02'(/,1*

where U is the initial radial distance of the slider from
the center of the rotating platform, [ is the
displacement of the slider caused by centrifugal force,
ȦG is the driving frequency of the platform, and PV is
the mass of the slider. The effective length of the
beam is thus

Energy harvesters that are tuned solely by
centrifugally-driven axial tensioning have been
analyzed by applying the equations of motion of a
cantilever beam for small deflections [10] and
relevant boundary conditions. With appropriate choice
of system parameters, this yields a matching
relationship between driving frequency and resonant
frequency over a relatively wide range of operating
frequencies [8].
7DEOH3URSHUWLHVRIWKHKDUYHVWHU
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where / is the zero-speed operating length of the
beam.
The slider’s displacement from its origin is
designed to be constrained by a linear spring with a
spring characteristic of

2.3 Gpa
1048 kg/m3
9 mm
0.5 mm
80 mm

IF N[

(4)

or by a nonlinear spring with a spring characteristic of
IF N [N [

5g
20 mm
65 mm

(5)

where N , N and N are the corresponding stiffness
coefficients. For practical implementation, the
behavior of a nonlinear spring can be approximated
by a linear spring with a motion stop or by a
combination of two linear springs that act over
different but overlapping ranges of slider
displacement.
Note that the resonant frequency and stiffness were
calculated approximately using the whole length of
the beam (starting from the end of the slider) without
considering the added stiffness from the attached PZT
near the base. The effect of PZT on the stiffness can
be found by modeling a composite structure through
moment equilibrium analysis.
These equations were used along with the equations
for tuning by axial tensioning to design wide-band,
passively tuned rotational energy harvesters. Table 1
describes the geometry and material properties of an
optimized macroscale harvester design. The analytical
model was implemented numerically to create the
optimized design and to predict its performance. The
slider displacement was allowed to vary from 0 mm to
9 mm, corresponding to effective beam lengths from
the full 80 mm to 71 mm. The optimal linear and
nonlinear spring constants were determined by fitting
the calculated resonant frequency to the drive

0.51 mm
3.2 mm
31.8 mm
2g

The dependence of the resonant frequency of a
cantilever on its length can be used to provide
additional frequency tuning beyond what is available
with pure centrifugally-driven axial tensioning. The
resonant frequency IU of a cantilever with a tip mass is
given as [11]
IU

(2)

(1)

where < is the beam’s Young’s modulus, Z, K and O
are its width, thickness and length respectively, P is
the tip mass, and PF is the mass of the beam. The
resonant frequency increases monotonically with
decreasing beam length; this fact is used here to
provide additional passive frequency tuning by
493

in beam length (green). Tuning with a linear spring
(red) adds about 20 Hz to the driving frequency range
in which the driving and resonant frequencies differ
by less than 0.5 Hz, except for a window around 26
Hz where it increases slightly to 0.56 Hz of mismatch.
Tuning with a nonlinear spring (blue) extends the
matched frequency range out to 49 Hz, more than 30
Hz further than is obtained without length tuning.
To estimate the predicted power output of lengthtuned
energy
harvesters,
a
simple
1-D
electromechanical analytical model was applied [12].
The use of a single degree of freedom model is a
substantial oversimplification of the bending case, as
it assumes that strain is uniform within the harvester
rather than having the characteristic spatial variations
of a bending beam. It will therefore overestimate the
power output. The benefits of using this model are its
computational simplicity. Although the results are not
exact, they are at the correct order of magnitude and
will capture the impact of frequency matching on the
power bandwidth. The power per unit of acceleration
squared is given as follows [12]:

)LJ3ORWRISUHGLFWHGUHVRQDQFHIUHTXHQFLHVYV
GULYHIUHTXHQF\IRUQROHQJWKWXQLQJOHQJWKWXQLQJ
ZLWK D OLQHDU VSULQJ DQG OHQJWK WXQLQJ ZLWK D
QRQOLQHDUVSULQJ$OOFDVHVLQFOXGHWHQVLRQWXQLQJ
frequency over a frequency range from 14.5 Hz to
52.5 Hz. Fig. 2 plots the calculated resonant
frequencies vs. driving frequency for three cases: with
length tuning using an optimized linear spring, with
length tuning using an optimized nonlinear spring,
and without length tuning. In each case, tuning by
axial tensioning was also taken into account. Fig. 3
plots the mismatch frequency (the difference between
driving and resonant frequency) for the same three
cases.
All three approaches result in matching of the
harvester’s resonant frequency to the driving
frequency over some frequency range. The smallest
matched frequency range is obtained by the harvester
that tunes only by axial tensioning and not by changes

3
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The parameter ȝP is the damping ratio, which can be
derived from measured results [13]. The effective
mass PHII approximately equals the proof mass. The
parameters Ȑ ȰȰ1  U Ȱ1 5HT &S DQG NH

N

ቀN ቁ

are dimensionless parameters defined to simplify the
analysis. The equivalent resistance 5HT is assumed to
be approximately equal to the load resistance 5O as the

)LJ3ORWRIPLVPDWFKYVGULYLQJIUHTXHQF\IRU
QR OHQJWK WXQLQJ OHQJWK WXQLQJ ZLWK D QRQOLQHDU
VSULQJDQGOHQJWKWXQLQJZLWKDOLQHDUVSULQJ$OO
FDVHVLQFOXGHWHQVLRQWXQLQJ
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leakage resistance is small compared with load
resistance. The power per unit of acceleration squared
is converted to power by multiplying it by the square
of gravitational acceleration (J), because the platform
on which the harvester is mounted rotates in a
gravitational field.
For model implementation, the piezoelectric
coupling coefficient N is taken to be equal to 0.35
[14]. The capacitance &S of the PZT &S is determined
by the active dimensions of the capacitor, which
changes as the slider varies the effective length of the
active region of the PZT. The load resistance was
chosen as 1838 k: to be well matched for a specific
capacitance at a frequency of 30 Hz.
The predicted power output of the self-tuning
energy harvester with both linear length tuning and
nonlinear length tuning were calculated and plotted in
Fig. 4. For length tuning with a linear spring, the
power peaks at 28 Hz, giving a 2.6 mW output and a
30 Hz bandwidth. For length tuning with a nonlinear
spring, the power peaks at 28 Hz with a similar
maximum power output but has a 43 Hz bandwidth.
The calculated power output values are overestimates
as described above and must be treated accordingly.
Nonetheless, this new type of passive self-tuning
architecture offers effective power conversion over
nearly 80% of the frequency range from 0 to 55 Hz.
For this harvester with a quality factor of about 10, the
frequencies at which power drops to half of its
maximum value correlate well with the points at
which the difference between driving and resonant
frequency exceeds about 0.5Hz, as presented in Fig. 3.
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This paper presents a design and models of a new
type of passively self-tuned energy harvester to
extract vibrational energy from rotational motion.
Analytical models predict that passive length tuning in
rotational systems will offer dramatically improved
passive frequency tuning as compared with harvesters
that are only tuned by centrifugal axial tensioning. As
compared with an 11 Hz bandwidth about a 15 Hz
center frequency obtained experimentally for the
purely axially tuned case, the present harvester design
offers a 3dB full bandwidth of up to 43 Hz about a 28
Hz center frequency, corresponding to a full
normalized 3dB power bandwidth of greater than 1.5.
In the future, experiments will be necessary to
confirm the extremely large normalized frequency
bandwidth enabled by this passive tuning technique.
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